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T
he ability to measure the structure
and behavior of single molecules has
evolved in parallel in ﬁelds ranging
from physics to biology. Molecules studied
vary widely: from small molecules less than
1 nm in diameter to DNA molecules with
lengths of several thousand nanometers.
Somemeasurementsareperformedatcryo-
genic temperatures (often near 1 K) and
ultrahigh vacuum (10
-9 Torr), others in
liquid at room temperature. Some experi-
ments measure the molecule directly, while
others require attachment of a high-con-
trast label, which may be orders of magni-
tude larger than the molecule itself.
Broadly, the ﬁeld has evolved from two
complementary perspectives that may be
understood in analogy to the “top-down vs
bottom-up” dichotomy that has driven nano-
technology. The bottom-up approach starts
fromsingleatomsandcertainclassesofsimple
molecules, observed under rigorously con-
trolled conditions (often cryogenic tempera-
tures and ultrahigh vacuum). Such experi-
ments have their roots in the early develop-
ment of ﬁeld emission and ﬁeld ionization
microscopy
1,2 and have evolved and ex-
panded to include such techniques as single-
molecule ﬂuorescence
3and transmission elec-
tron and scanning tunneling microscopies,
4
some with resolutions better than 0.1 nm.
The top-down approach starts from large
macromolecules such as DNA, some-
times with lengths as great as several
micrometers.
5-7 Although such molecules
natively function in complex, three-dimen-
sional cellular environments, early experi-
ments required simpliﬁcations in order to
observe single molecules. Typically this
meant ﬁxing molecules to surfaces and/or
operating in simple solutions such as aqu-
eousbuﬀers.Anumberofexperimentaltech-
niques have developed in parallel: optical
measurements based on attachment of sin-
gle ﬂuorophores or other optical tags;
8-10
force measurements using optical traps,
11
magnetic beads,
5,12 ﬂowing solvent,
13,14
or AFM;
15 and patch clamp
16 and other
techniques
17 based on the application of
external ﬁelds.
Both bottom-up and top-down ap-
proaches have developed increasingly so-
phisticated single-molecule measurements.
For bottom-up measurements, this typically
meansunderstandinglarger,morecomplex
molecules in less restricted environments
(frequently under atmospheric conditions
and sometimes in liquids).
8,18-21 For top-
downmeasurements,thisoftenmeansunder-
standing more details about an already com-
plex molecule, either by measuring at shorter
length scales or by working in less simpliﬁed
environments (e.g., live cells).
22-27 Bottom-up
experiments typically provide more detailed
information on molecular behavior, and top-
down experiments still deal in more compli-
cated molecules and environments.
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ABSTRACT Single-molecule measurement techniques have illuminated unprecedented details
of chemical behavior, including observations of the motion of a single molecule on a surface, and
even the vibration of a single bond within a molecule. Such measurements are critical to our
understanding of entities ranging from single atoms to the most complex protein assemblies. We
provide an overview of the strikingly diverse classes of measurements that can be used to quantify
single-molecule properties, including those of single macromolecules and single molecular
assemblies, and discuss the quantitative insights they provide. Examples are drawn from across
the single-molecule literature, ranging from ultrahigh vacuum scanning tunneling microscopy
studies ofadsorbatediﬀusiononsurfacestoﬂuorescencestudies ofproteinconformational changes
in solution.
KEYWORDS: single molecule . scanning tunneling microscopy . atomic force
microscopy . transmission electron microscopy . optical microscopy . subdiﬀraction
microscopy . F€ orster resonance energy transfer . ﬂuorescence . photoactivation
light microscopy . magnetic resonance . spin . magnetic resonance force
microscopy . electron spin resonance . nitrogen vacancy
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As these approaches begin to converge in terms of
both length scales and target complexity, it becomes
importanttodevelopajointunderstandingthatexploits
the measurement capabilities of each. Across the spec-
trum of tools and targets, experiments have localized
and measured the topography of molecules in space,
trackedtheirmotion,andquantiﬁed their physicalprop-
erties. Imaging ranges from tracking single molecules in
live cells
23 to mapping the chemical structure of single
molecules on surfaces.
28 Molecular motion can also be
measured, from internal conformational changes to
nanometer-scale rotation and translation,
11,29 as well as
the forces required for these motions.
30 Single-molecule
spectroscopic measurements include molecular
vibrations,
31 conductance,
32 nuclear
33 and electronic
spins,
34 and diﬀerences in enzymatic activity.
35,36
To create a more uniﬁed perspective, we select
seminal reviews and experimental examples from
across the breadth of the single-molecule literature,
grouped broadly by probe type. We discuss electron-
based measurements,
18 optical measurements,
8,37 and
force-based methods
11,12 (Figure 1), with a primary
focus on work in the condensed phase. Each probe
type has unique measurement advantages, which we
ﬁrstdiscussbrieﬂytoprovidecontextforunderstanding
how the physical properties of the sample and length
scales to be measured inﬂuence the choice of probes.
Electronshaveanumberoffeaturesthatmakethem
useful probes at the very short length scales relevant
for single-molecule measurements. Their small mass
means they exhibit substantial quantum mechanical
tunneling behavior, which allows measurement of
distances up to a few nanometers with sub-Ångstr€ om
sensitivity. Coupling tunneling with inelastic processes
enables measurement of vibrational and other energy
levels.
38,39Thesub-Ångstr€ omwavelengthofhigh-energy
electrons means they are able to resolve atomic-scale
features in diﬀraction experiments.
40 Since electrons are
responsible for molecular bonding, measuring electronic
conductance through a molecule can in some cases also
probe single-molecule conformations.
41
Theexcellentspatialresolutionachievedinelectron-
based single-molecule measurements comes at a cost.
Observed areas are typically quite small (often much
lessthan1μm
2).Thus,whilemeasuringthebehaviorof
a single molecule relative to its immediate environ-
ment is straightforward, relating it to micro- to macro-
scopic features can be more diﬃcult. Electron-based
measurements also place fairly stringent requirements
on sample preparation: scanning tunneling micro-
scopy generally requires samples no more than a few
nanometers thick on conductive substrates, and trans-
mission electron microscopy requires samples to be
electron-transparent (usually less than 100 nm thick
and composed of low-atomic-number materials).
Photons in the visible and near-visible ranges have
muchlongerwavelengthsand,consequently,areusedin
diﬀerent ways to quantify single-molecule behavior. The
longer length scales typically probed under photonic
illumination make such measurements especially useful
in quantifying the relationships between single mole-
cules and micro- to macroscopic features in their envir-
onment, such as in biological samples. Measuring the
behavior of a single molecule requires that the molecule
display a unique optical signature to distinguish it from
up to trillions of background molecules; almost univer-
sally this is achieved by covalently binding a ﬂuorescent
emitter or other optical tag to the molecule of interest.
42
FluorophorescanbechosentobesensitivetopH,electric
ﬁelds,ionicstrength,andotherfactors,providingaprobe
ofthetargetmolecule'simmediateenvironment.
43Fluor-
escence polarization measurements can be used to
determineﬂuorophoreorientation,whichcorrelateswith
target molecule orientation.
44
Thediﬀractionlimitwouldappeartorestrictphotonic
measurements to features of hundreds of nanometers
and larger. However, subdiﬀraction optical methods,
such as stimulated emission depletion and selective
photoactivation, are beginning to allow single ﬂuoro-
phores to be localized down to tens of nanometers,
usually at a cost to measurement time and thus the
ability to probe dynamics. Measurements of energy
transfer eﬃciency between two ﬂuorescent dyes or
plasmonicprobescanbeusedtomeasurethedistance
between the probes enabling measurements of the
dynamics of protein conformation changes on milli-
second time scales.
Inadditiontodiﬀraction-basedlimitationsonspatial
resolution, ﬂuorescence measurements are constrained
bytheneedtoaddalabeltothemoleculeofinterestand
bythefactthatﬂuorescentdyeseventuallybleach,losing
their ability to ﬂuoresce after 10
4-10
6 excitations. Nano-
particle probes are less sensitive to bleaching, but are
often larger than the molecule being measured.
Forces between a sharp cantilever and a surface can
be used to measure the topography of single mole-
culesonasurface.Typicallateralresolutionis1-10nm
VOCABULARY: diﬀraction limit-nominal lower bound
on feature sizes resolved with scattered particles or radia-
tion; in general, 200 nm for visible light and less than
0.1 nm for high-energy electrons: conformational
change-a change of the orientation (geometry) of a
given chemical group relative to others in a single mole-
cule or macromolecule: real-space measurement-in
this context, a measurement based on positions of indivi-
dual molecules, rather than by diﬀracting radiation
through a regular lattice; advantageous since it allows
heterogeneous structures to be measured: localization
-ability to determine the location of a single molecule in
space: resolution-ability to distinguish two closely-
spaced molecules; in general, for far-ﬁeld measurements,
resolution is proportional to the wavelength of probe
radiation used.
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(dependingontheradiusofcurvatureofthecantilever
tip),withverticalresolutionbetterthan1nm.However,
careful instrumental design (often including ultrahigh
vacuum and cryogenic temperatures) and noncontact
imaging based on frequency shifts can provide sub-
nanometer lateral resolution.
Force-based methods are also useful for under-
standing force-induced conformational changes in
singlemolecules.Suchmeasurementstypicallyinvolve
a molecule tethered to a surface and to a probe (such
as an AFM tip, magnetic bead, or nanoparticle suitable
for optical trapping). Forces on the order of
0.1-1000 pN are applied to the probe, resulting in
measured displacements on the order of nanometers,
usually corresponding to protein unfolding or motion
of a molecular motor.
45
In comparison to optical traps and magnetic beads,
AFMallowstheapplicationandmeasurementoflarger
forces, usually with lower spatial resolution due to
surface drift relative to the probe. Often AFM measure-
ments use nonspeciﬁc binding between target and
probe, which can impact reproducibility. Optical traps
workinalowerforceregime(<100pN)butcanprovide
betterspatialresolution(<1nm),especiallyifthetarget
isboundtotwotrapsratherthanatrapandasurface.
46
Targets are usually bound to the trap bead using
speciﬁc covalent strategies, increasing reproducibility,
but photodamage of the target is a concern. Magnetic
beadsworkinanevenlowerforceregime(<20pN)and
provide reduced spatial resolution relative to optical
traps but eliminate the concern of photodamage and
allow the probe to be rotated controllably.
6,45 Forces
can also be applied to many magnetically labeled
targets in parallel.
47
ELECTRON-BASED MEASUREMENTS
Electrons are well-suited for direct, label-free mea-
surements of single molecules, in which either the
structure of the molecule or its interactions with
its immediate surroundings (over length scales of
1-100 nm) are of interest. Two of the most widely
used techniques for performing such measurements
are scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM).
In STM (Figure 1, top right) molecules are adsorbed
on a conductive surface, and an atomically sharp
metallic probe is rastered across the surface while a
bias (typically about 1 V) is applied and a tunneling
current (picoamperes to nanoamperes) is measured.
The tunneling current decreases exponentially with
increasing tip-surface distance and is measurable up
to distances of a few nanometers. Thus, the topo-
graphy of surface features, including single mole-
cules and atoms, can be measured with both vertical
and lateral resolution better than 0.1 nm (sometimes
0.1 pm). The tunneling current also depends on the
Figure 1. Quantitative analysis of single-molecule measurements based on photons, force, and electrons. Photonic
measurements (left) are usually based on one or more ﬂuorescent labels (either small molecules or ﬂuorescent proteins) or a
larger nanoparticle label. Force-based measurements (center) typically use a macroscopic cantilever or a micrometer-scale
bead to apply forces from piconewtons to nanonewtons. Electron-based methods (right) can involve electron conductance,
tunneling, or scattering.
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electronic structure of the molecule in the tunneling
junction; thus, it is possible to quantify energy levels
within the molecule using STM. Since each pixel in an
STM image is collected sequentially, frame rates are
relatively slow: a 256   256 pixel image, collected at
1 ms per pixel (about 6000 tunneling electrons in 1 ms
at 1 pA), requires approximately 1 min to acquire.
In TEM (Figure 2, top center), molecules are depos-
ited on a thin, electron-transparent surface, and
a beam of high-energy electrons (on the order of
100 keV) is directed through the sample. Unscattered
electrons can be collected in a CCD, producing a
negative image of the strong electron scatterers. Scat-
tering intensity depends on both crystallographic
order and the atomic number of the scatterer. For
low-contrastsamplessuchasproteins,saltscontaining
high-atomic-number nuclei, such as uranyl acetate,
can be used to enhance contrast. Diﬀraction patterns
in scattered electrons can also be analyzed to measure
crystallographic structure in ordered samples. Typical
spatial resolutions are on the order of 1 nm, although there
are recent examples of resolutions better than 0.1 nm.
Imaging Structure. Both STM and TEM can be used to
measure the structure or motion of molecules on
surfaces;
40,48-51 STM can also be used to perform spec-
troscopy on single molecules (Figure 2, right).
52 One of
the powerful advantages to performing label-free real-
space measurements at subnanometer length scales is
thatitallowsthesingle-moleculemeasurementnotonly
of ordered structures but also of defects and hetero-
geneous structures. This is important since nanoscale
reactivity is often determined by the behavior of high-
energy defects and other heterogeneous features.
53,54
Lattice Structure. Molecular lattices have tradition-
ally been measured using crystallographic techniques
such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), but in some cases, it is
both possible and advantageous to measure lattices
using single-molecule techniques (Figure 3).
55 In STM,
the organization of the molecules on the surface is
measured directly in real-space, and image-processing
software is used to calculate lattice parameters based
on the Fourier transformation of the image. A typical
calculation might be made using a 20 nm   20 nm
image containing roughly 10
3 molecules in a single 2D
Figure 2. Overview of electron-based single-molecule measurements. Electrons can be used to perform label-free structural
measurements of single atoms and molecules, including molecular lattices and their defects, heterogeneous structures, and
motion including diﬀusion and switching. Single-molecule spectroscopy can also be performed using a scanning tunneling
microscope by varying either bias or tip height or by applying a magnetic ﬁeld to polarize spins.
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layer. In relation, 3D single-crystal XRD measurements
require a 50-500 μm
3 crystal containing on the order
of 10
15 molecules
56 and averages out heterogeneous
features. Conversely, a 2D STM lattice measurement
shows heterogeneous features but may or may not
provide information about the locations of nuclei within
the molecules, depending on molecular orientation.
55,57
Molecular lattice structures based on STM image
analysis have informed much of the understanding of
the behavior of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on
surfaces.
55,60 Such measurements can be made under
vacuum or atmospheric conditions or at liquid-solid
interfaces. The properties of a monolayer depend
strongly upon both its epitaxy with the underlying
substrate and the strength of intermolecular interactions
withinthemonolayer,alsodeterminedbylatticespacing.
Substrate epitaxy is critical enough that SAM lattices are
describedinrelationtothesubstratelattice.Forexample,
the (
√
3  
√
3)R30  lattice formed by n-alkanethiolates
on Au{111} has a lattice constant of 4.995 Å =
√
3  
2.884 Å (the Au lattice constant) and is rotated 30 
relative to the Au lattice.
61 A wide variety of SAM lattices
have been measured,
21 including alkanethiols, alkanese-
lenols, functional cage molecules, amino acids, sugars,
and DNA bases. Even complex structures such as lattices
formed by diﬀerent stereochemical binding patterns of
modiﬁed oligo(phenylene ethynylene) moleculescan be
measured.
62 In cases where binding is more promiscu-
ous, such as n-alkaneselenolates on Au{111},M o i r   e
patterns can still form, resulting in large unit cells com-
prising many molecules.
63
Lattice structures measured by TEM complement
the length scales of those measured by STM. While it is
diﬃcult to measure lattices for small-molecule organic
species due to their low electron scattering cross
sections, TEM has been used to measure both atomic
lattices in higher-atomic-number inorganic nanocrys-
tals withsizes comparable tosingle proteins and struc-
tures of superlattices composed of nanocrystals.
64 In
certain cases, it is also possible to achieve even higher
resolution using aberration-corrected lenses and for
structures with inherently high contrast or low back-
ground. For instance, fullerene peapod structures can
be observed inside carbon nanotubes,
65 and when the
structures are assembled using endohedral lanthanide
fullerenes,thepositionsofindividuallanthanideatoms
can be measured within the assembly.
66
Recently, it has also become possible to determine
3D structures for large, high-symmetry organic mole-
cules such as virus capsids by compiling thousands
of real-space images taken from individual capsids at a
range of angles.
67-69 This technique has been used to
derive crystal structures of aqueoviruses
68 and the
holoenzyme of propionyl-coenzyme A carboxylase
69
with resolutions as good as 3.3 and 3.2 Å, providing
important insights into the biological functions of
each. Although computationally intensive, such ana-
lyses are valuable for a broad range of biologically
important molecules that have not yet been success-
fully crystallized and therefore cannot be analyzed by
standard bulk structural techniques such as XRD.
Defects and Heterogeneous Structure. While the
ability to measure regular structures at the nanoscale
has proved important in understanding the properties
of nanostructured surfaces and materials, the ability to
probe structural heterogeneities is equally vital. Defects
and disordered areas are often the most reactive sites in
molecular and atomic lattices, and heterogeneous, non-
crystalline structures can be themost important toprobeat
the single-molecule level since they are difficult or impos-
sibletocharacterizeusingbulkorensemblemeasurements.
Scanning tunneling microscopy resolves surface
structure and defects with molecular detail and has
been used to quantify changes in SAM struc-
ture, including nanometer-scale increases in domain
size
70,71 and changes in lattice structure
72,73 due to
thermal annealing, as well as nanometer-scale phase
segregation in multicomponent SAMs.
74,75
Both inorganic surfaces and self-assembled 2D
lattices of alkanethiols bound to Au{111} surfaces
via their thiol headgroups have been studied
Figure 3. Electron-based measurements can be used to
quantify both regular lattice structures and defects. (a,b)
STM is used to quantify packing density and structure of
two diﬀerent halogenated phenols on a Cu{111} surface.
Both regular structure and defects are evident in both
frames. (c) TEM image and Fourier transform of a nano-
crystal superlattice composed of PbS and Pd particles.
Again, direct imaging allows defects to be observed in
addition to lattice structure. (d) TEM image of a one-
dimensionallatticeof endohedrallanthanidefullerenesina
single-walled carbon nanotube. Inset shows positions of
individual lanthanide atoms within fullerenes. Note that
whileTEMtypicallymeasureslongerlengthscalesthanSTM
(observediﬀerenceinscalebarsbetween(a-b)and(c)),itis
also possible to measure shorter length scales similar to
STM(notesimilarscalebarsin(a-b) and(d)).Adaptedfrom
refs 58, 59, and 66.
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extensively.
55Forexample,PoirierandTarlovobserved
that adding alkanethiols to an atomically ﬂat gold
surface has a number of important eﬀects in addition
to forming a SAM (Figure 4).
76 The gold structure
distorts under the 5-15 nm ordered domains in the
monolayer, forming a c(4   2) lattice, and irregular
one-atom deep pits form in the gold surface as atoms
are removed by thiols in solution. Domain boundaries,
the largest and most reactive defects in the SAM, are
found to run between pairs of vacancy islands, an
example of resolving complex inter-related processes
on surfaces at the single-molecule level.
Defect reactivity can be used to target further
depositionofsingleactivemoleculesinthemonolayer;
secondary deposition can also be tracked by STM. This
capability has been exploited by Andrews and co-
workers to distribute neurotransmitter receptors on a
surface,
77 increasing binding speciﬁcity, and by
Weiss and co-workers to distribute single-molecule
switches,
20,41,78 increasing switching activity. In this
context, monolayer defects can be controlled through
high-temperature annealing or selection of the size
andchemistryoftheassembledmolecules,
79-85there-
by controlling the placement and environments of
active molecules inserted for study.
Both STM and TEM can be used to measure the
behavior ofheterogeneous structures atthe molecular
level (Figure 5). For instance, STM measurements of
heterogeneous structure by a number of groups have
been used to quantify substrate-mediated interac-
tions.
86-91 Figure 5a shows an image of 2 nm islands
of Br atoms adsorbed to a Cu{111} surface, measured
by Weiss and co-workers.
91 The Br adsorbates perturb
the energy levels of the surface, visible as rings around
each island. Measuring the shortest distance between
more than 3000 pairs of neighboring islands (Figure 5b)
reveals peaks at multiples of 1.5 nm, or about half the
Fermi wavevector. Simultaneous barrier height and to-
pography measurements of single molecules in hetero-
geneous (bicomponent) SAMs have been used to
measure the tilt angles of single alkanethiols.
92 Structure
within a single molecule can also be probed. While some
molecules contain high-contrast features that can be
measured directly, large molecules lacking signiﬁcant
contrast, such as DNA, can be stained by metallic inter-
calators to enhance contrast.
93 A number of studies have
probed the ability of STM to identify nucleotides.
94,95
Figure 4. Scanning tunneling microscopy used to measure heterogeneity in self-assembled monolayers of alkanethiols on
Au{111}. Addition of thiols to an atomically ﬂat gold surface causes reconstruction of the gold surface under ordered
moleculardomainsandcreatesirregularone-atomdeeppitswherethiolshaveremovedgoldatoms.Theetchpitsacttotrap
tilt domain defects (lines running between pits in (b)). Adapted from ref 76.
Figure 5. Electron-based measurements in real space can
be used to quantify heterogeneous structure at the single-
molecule scale. (a) STM image of Br adatom islands on
Cu{111}. (b) Histogram of inter-island distances exhibits
peaks at multiples of half the Fermi wavevector; black
dotted line shows the expected distribution in the absence
of interisland interactions. (c) Automated analysis of TEM
images identiﬁes gold nanoparticle and gold/quantum
dot groupings on single-molecule DNA scaﬀolds; DNA
scaﬀolds are not visible in TEM images due to the low
atomic number of organic elements. Adapted from refs 91
and 98-100.
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Larger molecules such as DNA can also be studied
by TEM,
96,97 although again additional contrast agents
may be required due to the low scattering cross
sections of organic compounds. Figure 5c (lower half)
shows TEM images of discrete structures comprising
individual DNA helices bound on both ends to Au
nanocrystals
98 and/or quantum dots.
99 A custom
image-analysis routine
100 developed by Alivisatos
andco-workersallowsautomatedanalysisofhundreds
of structures to determine population hybridization
statistics. Nanocrystal labels may also be combined
with background staining to visualize single protein ﬁla-
mentsandotherbiologicalstructuresmorecompletely.
101
Electronic Measurements of Motion. Although both STM
and TEM are most often used to perform static mea-
surements of molecules or particles, each technique
has also been used to quantify motion at the nano-
meter scale. This provides linear spatial resolution an
order of magnitude better than even subdiffraction
optical methods, while often restricting the types
of samples that can be examined. Broadly, electron-
based studies can be classified as measurements of
translation, rotation, and switching.
Translation. Molecules adsorbed on surfaces can
undergo 2D diffusive motion, which can be quantified
bySTM.
102,103 As mentioned previously, STM frame rates
Figure 6. Measuring single-molecule motion on surfaces using STM. (a) Diﬀusion of aromatic acene on Cu{111} and
Arrhenius plot of diﬀusion rate vs T. (b) STM images of single acene molecules bound to one and two CO2 molecules, and
Arrhenius plot showing reduced diﬀusion rate of acenes with CO2 bound. (c) Automated analysis of diﬀusion of benzene on
Au{111}basedonimagecross-correlation.Motioneventsarebinnedbasedonthenumberofnearest-neighborbenzenesto
calculate association energies based on substrate-mediated interactions. Adapted from refs 104 and 109-111.
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are typically on the order of minutes, so such studies are
sometimesperformedatlowtemperatures(often4K) to
slowdiffusiontoarelevanttimescale;thetemperatureis
selected to match the barrier to motion and the limited
dataacquisitionrate.AnumberofstudiesbyBartelsand
co-workers have measured Arrhenius diffusion con-
stants for small aromatic molecules on Cu{111},
104-108
tracking on the order of 1000 motion events.
Studies at the single-molecule level highlight phe-
nomena that would be averaged out in bulk measure-
ments. For instance, measurements of 9,10-dithioan-
thracene (DTA) (Figure 6a) show that it diﬀuses only
parallel to the long axis of the molecule, with a rate
constant of 4 10
9 s
-1.
104 F o ras i m i l a rm o l e c u l e ,a n t h r o -
quinone, which can bind up to two CO2 molecules
(Figure 6b), diﬀusion rates were found to correlate
strongly with the number of bound CO2 molecules.
109
Automated image analysis greatly facilitates such
measurements. Weiss and co-workers studied the
motion of benzene on Au{111},
110,111 developing an
automated image analysis procedure based on image
convolution and cross-correlations. Motion events in
over 800 sequential images were pooled and analyzed
to calculate the strength of interactions between
neighboring benzene molecules on the surface.
Currently,the ability tomeasurediﬀusiveprocesses
by STM at higher temperatures is largely limited by
slowframerates,whicharisefromtheprecisefeedback
control required for nonperturbative imaging. On-
going development of high-speed (video-rate and
faster) STM scanning mechanisms promises to expand
the range of dynamic processes that can be
measured.
112-114
Faster native frame rates (on the order of milli-
seconds) make TEM better suited to the study of
dynamic processes. A variety of in situ TEM designs
enable measurements of nanoscale responses to ex-
ternal stimuli such as mechanical force from an AFM or
the application of an electric ﬁeld. The requirement
that samples be strong electron scatters has meant
thatmoststudieshaveexamineddynamicprocessesin
larger (>10 nm) nanoscale particles of inorganic
materials.
115 However, some measurements are ap-
proaching the resolution and sensitivity necessary for
single-moleculeexperiments.Forinstance,tumblingmo-
tionsofsingleLaatomsconﬁnedwithinLa2@C80-carbon
nanotube peapod assemblies have been observed.
66
Importantly, the ability to observe the motion of high-
contrast species may enable tagging experiments similar to
many of the optical experiments discussed in later sections.
Thehigh-energyelectronbeamrequiresthatsamples
bemeasuredundervacuum,whichhaslimitedstudiesin
liquid, restricting many types of dynamic processes. The
recent development of enclosed liquid TEM sample
holders
116-118 has enabled the measurement of both
diﬀusion of small (∼5 nm) inorganic nanocrystals
117 and
the rate of growth of individual nanocrystals in solution
(Figure 7), with particles becoming visible starting at
about 2 nm in diameter.
118 Again, the ability to measure
single particles directly in real space provides insights
unavailable from bulk measurements. For instance, mea-
surements of large numbers of diﬀusion events in aniso-
tropicrod-shapedparticleshavequantiﬁeddiﬀerencesin
diﬀusion rates along the long and short axes.
117
Conformational Changes: Switching. Molecular
switching processes are central to biological activities
ranging from vision to muscular contraction; more re-
cently, they have also been studied in the context of
nanoscale electronic and mechanical devices.
119-121
SinceSTMcanmeasurebothmoleculartopography
and electronic energy levels, the technique has been
used to quantify the behavior of both electronic and
mechanical molecular switches.
122 Single-molecule
switching measurements can also be performed using
nanofabricated break junctions;
122 here we focus on
STM-based measurements since they also allow inves-
tigation of the local environment.
52,123
Certain classes of molecules, such as oligo(phen-
ylene ethynylene) (OPE) derivatives
41,78,81,124,125 por-
phyrins,
126,127 azobenzenes,
128 naphthalocyanines,
129
and rotaxanes,
119,130 undergo conformational switching,
which can be monitored by STM, based on changes in
either conductance or geometry. In all such measure-
ments, coupling between the molecule and the surface
(and STM tip) is an important consideration, as are steric
interactions with both the surface and surrounding mole-
cules (especially if measured as part of a larger assembly).
The behavior of populations of single-molecule
switches can be quantiﬁed through repeated imaging
Figure 7. (a) Sequence of liquid TEM images of the
growth and coalescence of single platinum nanocrystals.
(b) Tracking the number of nanoparticles over time shows
an initial growth phase followed by coalescence. Adapted
from ref 118.
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of a single set of molecules to form “stop-action”
movies. For instance, Weiss and co-workers measured
hundreds of individual OPE molecules bound to a
Au{111} surface distributed throughout a monolayer
of less conductive alkanethiols. Binning according to
their apparent height allows classiﬁcation into popula-
tions;molecules in the “ON” state appear in higher
contrast due to both their orientation more normal to
the surface and their greater conductance (Figure 8).
Quantifying the number of ON and OFF molecules
makes it possible to measure the response of switches
to external factors such as applied electric ﬁelds
78 and
electrochemicalpotential,
130aswellaslocalenvironmen-
tal factors such as SAM order or disorder.
41 The relatively
large number of molecules measured also enables track-
ing of minority populations, for instance, in molecules
that perform atomic-scale stepping motions near step-
edge defects in the underlying substrate.
81
Switching of individual molecules oriented parallel
to the surface can also be quantiﬁed, often with even
better spatial resolution.
129,130 For example, naphtha-
locyanine molecules deposited on NaCl bilayers on
Cu(111) exhibit two-state current switching when the
STM tip is positioned above one end of the molecule
(Figure 9a).
129 Constant-current images of the entire
molecule show diﬀerences in electron density corre-
sponding to the two tautomers formed by hydrogen
shifts. When the STM tip is sequentially positioned at
points over asingle molecule andthe rateof switching
ateach pointismeasuredbased onapproximately 100
current switching events, systematic diﬀerences are
observed across the molecule (Figure 9c).
Mechanical switches based on azobenzene deriva-
tives have been well-studied at the single-molecule
level by STM in both horizontal and vertical conﬁgura-
tions and show important diﬀerences in switching
behavior based on the extent of their coupling to the
surface.
128,131,132 Under irradiation with UV light, azo-
benzeneundergoesisomerizationfromitsmorestable
trans state to a less stable cis state. Experiments by
Crommie and co-workers have quantiﬁed the absorp-
tion cross section for the isomerization when the
molecules lay ﬂat on a Au{111} substrate; cross sec-
tions under both UV and visible radiation are 2.3  
10
-23 cm
2, 4 orders of magnitude lower than typical
solution cross sections for the same reaction. Unlike
the solution reaction, trans-to-cis cross sections
were similar to cis-to-trans under blue illumination,
suggesting fundamental diﬀerences in the reaction
process.
133Further,asshownbyWeissandco-workers,
when the aromatic groups are spaced away from
the surface through a nonconjugated linker, the
dominance of the trans-to-cis isomerization under UV
irradiationandcis-to-transundervisibleirradiationcan
again be measured (as in solution).
134
Rotation. Molecular rotors are central to natural
processes, such as the interconversion of chemical
and mechanical energy by F1-ATPase.
135 Since such
rotors are widely used to perform work in natural
systems, they have also been studied in the context
of molecular machines.
29,136,137 In solution, the action
of molecular rotors is typically characterized by NMR,
measuring changes in coupling between nuclei in
the rotor as their proximities change due to rotation.
Figure 8. STM imaging of single-molecule switching and diﬀusion on surfaces. (a) Single oligo(phenylene ethynylene)
moleculesnearstepedgesinaAu{111}surfaceexhibitbothON/OFFconductanceswitchingandmigrationupanddownthe
monatomic step edges. (b) Sequential images of the same molecule show three populations of apparent heights analyzed
over time and in histogram form (c). Adapted from ref 81.
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However, a number of groups, including those of
Feringa
138 and Michl,
139,140 have begun to perform en-
semblestudiesofmolecularrotorsboundtosurfacesasa
means for controlling motion on the molecular scale.
Rotation of individual molecules on surfaces can be
visualized by STM, although as with translation, the
relatively slow frame rate may make it diﬃcult to
measure the rotation rate directly. Single-molecule
rotation measurements were ﬁrst reported by
Gimzewski in 1998 for hexa-tert-butyl decacyclene
(HBDC), a propeller-shaped conjugated molecule with
three-fold symmetry.
141 When surrounded by other
HBDCmoleculesinalattice,themoleculesdidnotrotate,
but if a single molecule shifted slightly within a nano-
scopic vacancy in the lattice, it began to rotate faster
than theimaging rate of theSTM,blurring the three-fold
symmetric shape and creating a toroidal image.
As with translation, the energetics of rotation can
be quantiﬁed by measuring large numbers of rotation
eventsatvaryingtemperatures.
142Rotationratesfaster
than the STM frame rate are measured by holding the
STM tip stationary over the edge of the molecule,
turningoﬀthefeedbackloop,andmonitoringchanges
in current as the molecule switches between its al-
lowed rotational states. Sykes and co-workers have
performed such studies with dibutyl sulﬁdes on Au-
{111} (Figure 10).
143 Below 15 K, each molecule ap-
pears as an elliptical protrusion on the surface; above
15 K, the molecule begins to rotate between three
equivalent orientations with respect to the Au lattice.
The measured energy barrier is on the order of
1 kJ/mol. An automated analysis procedure facilitates
quantiﬁcation and binning of large numbers of state
changes.
144
Although the use of scanning probes limits image
acquisition rates, rotors can be measured in the con-
text of their immediate molecular environment and
manipulatedonthesurface.Forinstance,rotorscanbe
pushed across the surface using the STM tip, bringing
them into proximity with other molecules,
143,145,146
which allow them to be controlled in either rack-and-
pinion
145 or molecular gear
146 conﬁgurations. Elec-
trons from the STM tip can be used to initiate rotation
or to increase rotation rates, as demonstrated by
Ho and co-workers for O2 on Pt{111}.
142 Inelastic
tunneling processes can excite vibrational modes in
molecules that also contribute to rotational processes.
Ho and co-workers measured this property in acety-
lene (C2H2) and deuterated acetylene (C2D2) on Cu-
(100).
147 Inelastic coupling leads to 10-fold and 60-fold
increases in rotation rates, respectively, for the two
species when tunneling electrons have appropriate
potentials (358 and 266 mV) to excite the C-H and
C-D vibrations. In some cases, action spectroscopy
can be used to understand which vibrational modes
contribute to rotation; measurements similar to those in
Figure 10 are madeata seriesofincreasing biasvoltages,
and vibrational and rotational motion events are cor-
related with bias.
148 Calculations by Joachim and
Figure 9. Standard STM geometry used to quantify con-
ductance at many points within a single-molecule switch.
(a) Changes in tunneling current observed at a single point
due tohydrogen tautomerization in naphthalocyanineon a
NaCl bilayer on Cu(111). (b) Schematic of tautomerization.
(c) Spatial mapping of switching rate, with each pixel
representingapproximately100switchingevents.Adapted
from ref 129.
Figure 10. Molecular rotation can be quantiﬁed by STM. At
temperatures above 15 K, dibutyl sulﬁde rotates between
three equivalent orientations (top right) on a Au{111} sur-
face,appearingasahexagon(topcenter).WhentheSTMtip
is positioned oﬀ-center on the molecule (top right, black
dot), changes in the tunneling current can be used to track
changesbetweenthethreeorientations(center).Manysuch
measurements can be combined to calculate rotational
energy barriers and pre-exponential factors (bottom).
Adapted from ref 143.
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co-workers
149suggestthatsinglerotatingmoleculescould
be used to construct a single-molecule amperometer.
Recent calculations by van der Zant and co-workers
137
suggestitmayalsobepossibletoactuateaconjugated
molecular motor using an external electric ﬁeld
and to measure rotation based on molecular
conductance.
Electronic Spectroscopy Measurements. Electron-based
methods can be used to perform spectroscopic mea-
surements on single molecules,
52,150 including mea-
surements of molecular conductance, vibrational
energy levels, electronic polarizability, and spin states.
Conductance. One of the most frequently per-
formedmeasurementsquantifiessingle-moleculecon-
ductance (Figure 11).
19,32,150-153 Although it has been
known for some time that certain classes of molecules
can conduct electrons,
154,155 measuring the conduc-
tance of a single molecule places stringent restrictions
onelectrodepositioningsinceitrequiresthatopposite
endsofthemolecule(withtypicalmolecularlengthsof
ca.1nm)bindtotwoterminalsofamacroscopiccircuit
that can be used to measure current.
Although multiple approaches exist,
123,150,156-159
the scanning probe geometry is one of the most
straightforward experimental means for establishing
two-terminal contact with a single molecule with sub-
angstrom precision in the spacing between electrodes
since the spacing can be varied continuously and
dynamically.
32 Of the scanning probe geometries,
one of the most widely used is the break junction, in
which the scanning probe (STM or AFM) tip is ﬁrst
pressed into the surface and then slowly with-
drawn.
160-163Asthetipisretracted,themetaljunction
narrows (Figure 11a) and then breaks. If the surface is
covered with bifunctional (e.g., dithiolated) molecules,
the newly formed break junction is often bridged
by one or more bifunctional molecules (Figure 11c),
which can then be measured. Since the tip-surface
distance canbe cycledquickly (on the order of1s) and
automatically, as demonstrated by Tao and co-
workers,
164 facilitating collection of thousands of mea-
surements. When conductances are binned, as shown
in Figure 11b, a ﬁrst set of peaks emerges correspond-
ing to multiples of G0 =2 e
2/h, the conductance value
through a chain of single Au atoms.
165,166 If the break
junction is bridged by one or more molecules
(Figure 11C), conductance peaks will also be observed
at fractions of G0, corresponding to the quantized
molecular conductance (Figure 11d). Measured con-
ductances range from 0.01 G0 for the 4,40-bipyridine
shown to less than 10
-4 G0 for unconjugated
molecules.
162,167 Statistical analysis of families of mole-
cules of varying lengths, performed by Venkataraman
and co-workers, shows longer conductive plateaus for
longer molecules as the junction is broken, suggesting
atomic-level shifts in the molecular attachment point
prior to breakage.
168
For some conductance measurements, it is neces-
sary to incorporate a third electrode toact as agate.
150
In such cases, it is possible to create a molecular
junction either mechanically,
169 by breaking nano-
wires on a surface, similar to the STM break junction
described above, or more typically by electromig-
ration,
170 in which high current through a nanowire
results in formation of a ∼1 nm gap at the narrowest
point in the wire. Since none of the electrodes in this
conﬁguration are mobile, it is common to fabricate
many devices in parallel to increase the probability
of forming devices in which a single molecule bridges
the source and drain electrodes. Three-electrode
Figure11. Electronicbreakjunction canbe used toquantifythe conductance of singlemolecules.As a goldcontact is slowly
broken,quantizeddecreasesinconductanceareobserved,ﬁrstcorrespondingtochangesinthegeometryofthegoldcontact
(a,b), then a set of smaller quantized peaks (c,d) resulting from one, two, or three conductive molecules (here dipyridine)
bridging the junction. At slightly larger distances, the junction ceases to exhibit conductance (e,f). Adapted from ref 164.
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measurements have been used to characterize Coulomb
blockade and Kondo eﬀects in single molecules,
171,172
which in many cases require the ability to control electro-
nic energy levels on the target molecule using the gate
electrode. In the future, larger numbers of atomically
precise interconnects may be possible using specially
designed instrumentation.
173
Molecular Vibrations: Inelastic Electron Tunneling
Spectroscopy. In addition to tip-sample distance,
electrontunnelingdependsontheelectronicstructure
of the molecule in the tunneling junction,
174-176 a
propertythatcanbeexploitedtoperformsingle-mole-
culespectroscopy.
177Inelasticelectrontunnelingspec-
troscopy (IETS) was originated by Jaklevic and Lambe
in 1966 using bulk tunneling junctions
38,39 and quan-
tifiesmodulationsintunnelingcurrentwithchangesin
voltage, resulting in peaks characteristic of transitions
between molecular vibrational levels. The technique
yields information similar to infrared (IR) and Raman
vibrational spectroscopies but has evolved sensitivity
adequate for measuring single molecules.
178,179 Selec-
tion rules for single-molecule IETS are not completely
understood but appear to involve a propensity for
longitudinal modes normal to the surface.
176,180
Again,theSTMprovidesarelativelystraightforward
means of making single-molecule IETS measure-
ments.
147 For instance, Ho and co-workers have
measured vibrational levels in CO on Cu(001) and
Cu(110),
178 and Persson, Ho, and co-workers have
demonstrated the isotopic dependence of vibrational
levels in acetylene isotopes C2H2,C 2D2, and C2HD on
Cu.
179 Adsorbate-surface vibrational modes have
been measured by Weiss, Rust, and co-workers, study-
ingbenzeneonAg(110).
181Importantly,the real-space
STM measurement allows vibrational energy diﬀer-
ences to be correlated with inhomogeneities in the
Ag surface. Inelastic tunneling measurements can also
be used to distinguish between multiple species on a
surface;
182 recent work by Weiss and co-workers has
used STM-based IETS to characterize intermediates in
an Ullman coupling reaction, a common catalytic
reaction between haloaromatic molecules that occurs
on Cu surfaces (Figure 12).
180 In some cases, photon
emission spectra due to inelastic tunneling or the
excitation of surface plasmons can also be measured,
as shown by Gimzewski and co-workers.
183-185
Electronic Polarizability: Microwave STM. Single-
molecule polarizability can be measured as a form of
chemical contrast in STM imaging. Although polariz-
ability is a contributor to standard, nominally topo-
graphic, STM imaging,
186 it is also possible to measure
relative single-molecule polarizabilities directly by ap-
plying small microwave-frequency (GHz) bias modula-
tion (a few percent of the DC bias) through the STM
tip.
187 Such modulations change the electric field
across the molecule in the tunneling junction, causing
its electron cloud to deform in response to the field.
These electronic changes can be measured as small
(fA) periodic changes in the tunneling current. Since
the polarizability is measured at higher frequencies
(5kHzorhigher)thantheimagingfeedbackloop,the
two measurements can be made simultaneously,
effectively deconvolving polarizability contrast from
topography. As shown in Figure 13, conductive
single-molecule switches show variable polarizabil-
ity immediately prior to switching between conduc-
tance states.
Electronic Spin: Electron Spin Resonance STM. Spin
spectroscopies, in the form of nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) and electron spin resonance (ESR), have
beenintegraltotheunderstandingofmolecularstructure.
Electron spin resonance STM (ESR-STM) utilizes
similar principles to detect electronic spins within a
single molecule. Conventional ESR techniques require
themeasurementofaminimumof∼10
9-10
10spinsin
order to obtain a reliable signal.
188 By contrast, ESR-
STM takes advantage of the inherently local nature of
STM, as well as its sensitivity to the electronic proper-
ties of molecules in the tunneling junction, to probe
individual spins on single molecules. This technique
was ﬁrst discussed by Manassen and co-workers for
single spins on partially oxidized silicon sur-
faces.
189,190 Durkan and Welland later demonstrated
the ability to use ESR-STM to detect spin centers on
individual R,γ-bisdiphenylene β-phenylallyl (BDPA)
molecules.
191 More recently, others have collected
ESR-STM spectra on other molecules containing free
radicals;
192-194 such molecules are extensivelystudied
using conventional ESR and thus make ideal candi-
dates for preliminary ESR-STM measurements.
Figure 12. Inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS)
measures vibrational energy levels in single molecules.
Single-molecule tunneling spectroscopy at low tempera-
tures allows identiﬁcation of Br and ﬂuorophenyl (F-Ph)
intermediates in an Ullman coupling reaction on a Cu{111}
surfaceandmeasurementoftheC-Hout-of-planebending
mode in the ﬂuorophenyl group. Adapted from ref 180.
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In ESR-STM, a static magnetic ﬁeld (100-300 G) is
applied normal to the sample surface, using a perma-
nent magnet placed near the sample.
191 The magnetic
ﬁeld causes unpaired spins in the sample to align parallel
(and antiparallel) to the axis of the ﬁeld and to precess
around this axis at a constant rate known as the Larmor
frequency (for an electron, about 560 MHz at a ﬁeld
strength of 200 G). The precession of the electron spin
dipole around the ﬁeld manifests itself as a small time-
varying (AC) current superimposed upon the constant
(DC) tunneling current measured by STM, which is mea-
sured using a high-sensitivity spectrum analyzer. Signal-
to-noise ratios can be improved by using phase-sensitive
detection (PSD), which employs an additional, small
(∼10mG),time-varyingmagneticﬁeld,
190,192tomodulate
the AC resonance peak. Monitoring the shift in the
resonance peak relative to the phase of the time-varying
magnetic ﬁeld improves the measurement sensitivity
enabling real-time monitoring of the ESR-STM signal.
Spin-polarized STM (SP-STM), a technique in which
a magnetic STM tip is used to polarize the spins of
tunneling electrons, can also be used to probe single
molecules.
195 Since the tunneling current measured in
SP-STM is dependent on the relative spin polariza-
tion directions of the sample and tunneling electrons,
changes in this current can be used to measure the
relaxation times of excited spin states, as demon-
strated by Heinrich and co-workers.
196 Weisendanger,
Blugel, and co-workers have also recently demon-
strated that individual organic molecules containing
π-electrons interacting with dz electron orbitals in
ferromagnetic surfaces may act to reverse the tunnel-
ing current spin polarization.
197,198
PHOTONIC MEASUREMENTS
Similar to electrons, photons can also be used to
probe either the physical location or the chemical envi-
ronment of a molecule of interest (Figure 14).
8,9,199 In
general, this is done by tagging the molecule with either
a small-molecule ﬂuorophore or green ﬂuorescent pro-
tein (GFP),
43 although other types of labels
200 and non-
ﬂuorescence-based measurement strategies
201-203 have
begun to emerge. Optical labeling works well in water
andinthree-dimensionalsamplesandprovidesrelatively
large ﬁelds of view, on the order of hundreds of micro-
meters, making this an excellent means of performing
cellular studies. While long photon wavelengths lead to
native spatial resolution on the order of 200 nm, im-
provementsarepossible:subdiﬀractionmicroscopiescan
provide better localization,
204 down to tens of nano-
meters, and FRET-based methods can measure dynamic
processes at very short distances, up to about 10 nm.
9
A ﬂuorescent probe absorbs photons and re-emits
thematalongerwavelength; thecharacteristics ofthis
process are important for quantitative optical mea-
surements. Usually it is desirable for a ﬂuorescent
marker to have a relatively broad absorption spectrum
and a narrow emission peak, simplifying detection.
Although high quantum eﬃciencies for re-emission
of absorbed photons are also desirable, the range of
eﬃciencies in commonly used dyes is large: from 4%
for Cy3
205 to near 100% for rhodamine.
206 Short ex-
cited-state lifetimes (on the order of nanoseconds)
enable fast measurements, especially important when
the target is subject to diﬀusion; ﬂuorescence lifetime
can also be used to discriminate between ﬂuoro-
phores.
199 Fluorophore excited states are susceptible
to photobleaching reactions, which permanently turn
oﬀﬂ uorescence; the average number of excitations
prior to photobleaching can vary from less than 10 to
over 1000000,
207 depending on both ﬂuorophore
structure and local chemical environment. In some
cases, it is possible to amplify the ﬂuorescence signal
by creating multiple ﬂuorophore binding sites at the
target.
208 Fluorophores can also be chosen to be
sensitive to pH, calcium ion concentration, or other
properties, to provide a probe of the local chemical
environment of the target.
43
Other structural properties of probes are also sig-
niﬁcant. For instance, the length and rigidity of
the linker connecting the ﬂuorophore to the target
is integral for ﬂuorescence polarization and FRET
measurements, in which the placement and orienta-
tion of the dye relative to the target impact quantiﬁca-
tion. Although most ﬂuorophores are small molecules
with extended π-conjugated systems, inorganic nano-
crystals can also be used as ﬂuorescent probes. Inorganic
quantum dots are generally quite large (2-20 nm, including
Figure 13. Simultaneously acquired (a) topographic and
(b) polarizability STM images of a dodecanethiolate SAM
with inserted nitro-functionalized OPE molecular switches.
(c) Sequential images (30 s between frames) of individual
switch molecules, showing instabilities in microwave po-
larizability image prior to visible switching in topographic
image, and microwave peaks evident after topographic
peak disappears. Adapted from ref 187.
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surface ligands and linkers) relative to small-molecule
ﬂuorophores(∼1nm)butalsoexhibitgreaterbrightness,
longer excited-state lifetimes, and increased photostabil-
ity, all of which can facilitate measurements.
200
Photonic Imaging: Position and Structure. Diffraction-
Limited Microscopy and Centroid Tracking. Although
features in diffraction-limited optical microscopy are
typically hundreds of nanometers in diameter, it is
Figure14. Overviewofphotonicquantiﬁcationofsingle-moleculeproperties.Photonicmeasurementsaretypicallybasedon
observation of a ﬂuorophore or larger optical probe covalently linked to the target molecule. Longer length scales enable
ﬂuorophorelocations tobe correlatedwithlargerstructuressuchas cells.Shortdistances(1-100nm)canalsobe probedby
measuring coupling between two optical labels on a single molecule; such experiments are used for observing conforma-
tional changes in proteins and DNA. Orientation changes have been probed using both ﬂuorescence polarization
measurementsandlargerprobes.FluorophorescanalsobechosentobesensitivetopH,ionconcentrations,orotherfactors,
providing a readout of the local environment around a single molecule.
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often possible to determine the centroid of a feature
with 1 nm precision and to track its motion. Such
analysis is possible either using a micrometer-scale
bead that emits or scatters light or by collecting
thousands of photons emitted by asingle fluorophore.
Early measurements by Sheetz and co-workers
used this principle to make video-rate observations
of kinesin motor proteins bound to plastic beads as
they moved along microtubules
209 and to monitor the
motion of membrane-bound glycoproteins attached
to 40 nm gold particles.
210 Others have also taken
advantage of large nanoparticles and other labels to
observe single-molecule motion, since such labels
permit faster imaging.
211 However, care must be taken
to ensure that the dynamics of the large probe (for
scale, a 40 nm gold particle is approximately 500 times
thevolumeofa5nmglobularprotein)donotinterfere
with those being observed in the target.
LatermeasurementsbySelvinandco-workers used
the point spread function (PSF) of photons emitted
from a single organic ﬂuorophore to perform ﬂuores-
cence imaging with 1 nm accuracy (FIONA).
212 Such
measurements require bright and stable emitters to
allow collection of suﬃcient photons per molecule;
oxygen-scavenging enzymes and reducing agents
wereused,increasingthenumberofdetectedphotons
per molecule by an order of magnitude, from 10
5 to
10
6. A typical measurement comprises on the order of
100 frames of 0.5 s, each collecting 10
4 photons. This
concept has enabled numerous studies of molecular
motors including myosin and kinesin, where step sizes
of 1-100 nm must be resolved.
The use of GFP and spectrally distinct analogues
such as yellow ﬂuorescent protein (YFP) facilitates
measurements incells. Three-dimensional protein mo-
tion in the cellular environment complicates measure-
ments; however, many proteins bind to larger cellular
structures, restricting their motion. Figure 15 shows
measurements ofbacterialactinMreBproteins labeled
withYFPperformedbyMoernerandco-workers.
213Xie
and co-workers have also tracked the activity of mem-
brane-bound YFP fusion proteins.
23
Althoughmostmeasurementstodatearebasedon
a 2D Gaussian PSF that localizes emitters in the X-Y
plane, it is also possible to incorporate nonstandard
optics to create other types of PSF that yield additional
spatial information. Moerner and co-workers have re-
cently demonstrated single-ﬂuorophore measurements
using a double-helical PSF that provides a readout of the
Z position of the emitter.
22
Subdiffraction Microscopy: STED, SI, NSOM, FCS,
PALM, STORM. Although centroid tracking and PSF
analysis reduce the uncertainty in the location of a
single emitter by compiling the locations of enough
emitted photons, problems arise when target concen-
trations are high enough that the excitation volume
includes multiple emitters. Two routes to circumvent
this problem are to decrease the excitation volume or
to decrease the number of emitters.
Limiting the excitation volume reduces the size of
the PSF. Stimulated emission depletion (STED) micro-
scopy, developed by Hell and Wichtman in 1994,
214
decreases the observed sample volume by ﬁrst excit-
ing a diﬀraction-limited spot, then using a second
phase-modulated beam to deplete the excited states
in a ring around the edge of the excited spot (Figure
16a). Molecules in the center of the spot (diameter ca.
20 nm) remain excited and can be observed. STED
imaging requires scanning of either beam or sample,
with dwell times of 3-8 ms per 10 nm pixel.
215
Figure 16a shows a comparison of diﬀrac-
tion-limited confocal imaging and STED imaging of
single Synaptotagmin I molecules on the surface of
endosomes.
215
Another route to limiting the excitation volume is
the structured illumination (SI) scheme developed by
Gustafsson,
216inwhichinterferencebetweentwolaser
beams creates nonlinear illumination patterns on the
sample with line widths below the diﬀraction limit. In
contrast to STED, SI provides excitation across the
entire sample, rather than in a single spot.
Finally, near-ﬁeld illumination can be used, as in
near-ﬁeld scanning optical microscopy (NSOM or
SNOM),
217 creating spot sizes of 10-100 nm using
either a nanoscale aperture or evanescent waves scat-
tered by a scanning probe.
218 The scanning probe
illumination is both a limitation and an advantage
sinceitlimitsphotonthroughputandconﬁnesanalysis
to surfaces but also enables simultaneous topographic
measurements.
219
If the excitation spot is held in place rather than
rastered, the diﬀusion of single molecules across the
excitationvolumecanbemeasuredusingﬂuorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS). This principle has re-
cently been used to quantify the diﬀusion of single
Figure 15. Diﬀraction-limited single-molecule imaging. Di-
rected motion of motility protein MreB labeled with YFP is
tracked in live cells. (a) Three YFP-labeled MreB proteins
(arrows) in a bacterial cell (white outline). (b) Smoothed
image. (c) Time-lapse trajectory of center ﬂuorophore from
(a). (d) Topand bottomﬂuorophores from (a) are stationary
overtheperiodofmeasurementandappearasbrightspots
in a time-averaged image. (e) Distribution of diﬀusion
coeﬃcients for MreB proteins shows the impact of adding
A22, a small-molecule inhibitor of MreB function. Adapted
from ref 213.
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phospholipids in a lipid bilayer. In particular, diﬀer-
ences are observed in the single-molecule diﬀusion of
diﬀerent classes of lipids, suggesting that certain
classes may be transiently trapped in small (∼20 nm)
cholesterol-mediated complexes, or lipid rafts, for per-
iods on the order of 10 ms.
220,221
Another class of subdiﬀraction microscopy techni-
ques relies on selective photoactivation of ﬂuorescent
labels (Figure 16b). These methods include photoacti-
vated localization microscopy (PALM), developed by
Betzig,Hess,andtheirco-workers,
222,223andstochastic
optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM), devel-
oped by Zhuang and co-workers.
224
Iterative photoactivation allows multiple closely
spaced emitters to be resolved. In both PALM and
STORM, irradiation at one wavelength causes random
activation of a small number of ﬂuorescent labels,
distributed broadly enough that their emission spots
are unlikely to overlap. Activated ﬂuorophores are
then irradiated at a second wavelength, and enough
emitted photons are collected to localize each ﬂuoro-
phore to a subdiﬀraction spot, typically 20 nm or
smaller. Further irradiation causes photobleaching of
active ﬂuorophores, and ﬁnally, irradiation at the ﬁrst
wavelength activates another set of ﬂuorophores. The
ability to photoactivate the ﬂuorophore is key: two
classes of emitters used to date are photoactivatable
GFP or other proteins
222,223 and dye pairs such as Cy3/
Cy5.
225Theabilitytoresolvetwocloselyspacedemitters
can becalibrated byfunctionalizingaDNAdoublehelix
with multipleemitters atknownspacings,based onthe
0.34 nm/base DNA helix structure, as demonstrated by
Zhuangand co-workers.
224Thetechniqueissuﬃciently
nondestructive to study nanoscopic structures in live
cells, for instance, cellular adhesion complexes imaged
by Betzig and co-workers
226 and clathrin-coated pits
imaged by Zhuang and co-workers.
227
Due to the iterative nature of the activation and
bleaching process, building up an image that reﬂects
the locations of many emitters with high precision can
take several minutes. However, it is also possible to
study dynamic processes by activating a small set
of emitters, tracking their motion, and then acti-
vating new emitters. This approach has recently
been used by Lippincott-Schwartz and co-workers
to map trajectories and calculate diﬀusion coeﬃ-
cients of proteins in a lipid bilayer for up to 50 mole-
cules per μm
2.
228
Photonic Measurement of Motion. Conformational
Changes:FRET. Whilesubdiffractionmicroscopymeth-
ods allow localization of fluorescent emitters to spots
with diameters on the order of tens of nanometers,
much smaller length scales can be probed by measur-
ing the coupling between two closely spaced emitters
or scatterers. Again, complementary approaches exist,
one based on coupling between (usually small-mole-
cule) fluorophores
9,24 the other on plasmon coupling
between noble metal nanoparticles with diameters
greater than 20 nm.
229,230 For comparison, electron
tunneling operates up to a few nanometers,
231 fluor-
ophore coupling (F€ orster resonant energy transfer,
FRET) operates from 1-10 nm,
11 and plasmon cou-
pling up to a few tens of nanometers.
232
Measurements of FRET eﬃciency have long been
used at the ensemble level to monitor conformational
changes of molecules in solution.
233 The target mole-
cule is functionalized with both donor and acceptor
ﬂuorophores,suchthattheemissionpeakofthedonor
and the excitation peak of the acceptor overlap. The
sample is irradiated at the absorption wavelength of
the donor, and the emission wavelengths of both
Figure 16. Examples of subdiﬀraction-limited single-mole-
cule optical imaging. (a) Stimulated emission depletion
(STED) imaging ﬁrst excites ﬂuorophores in a diﬀraction-
limitedspot(blue),thendepletestheexcitedstatesinaring
(orange) around the edge of the spot, yielding an eﬀective
point spread function (PSF) on the order of 20 nm. The
diﬀerence between the 200 nm diﬀraction-limited spot size
and 20 nm eﬀective PSF is shown for Synaptotagmin I
molecules on endosomes. (b) Stochastic optical recon-
struction microscopy (STORM) photoactivates small num-
bersofprobesatatime,allowingeachprobetobelocalized
to a spot on the order of 20 nm. Adapted from refs 215
and 225.
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donor and acceptor are monitored to quantify the
eﬃciencyofenergytransfertotheacceptorandhence
the donor-acceptor distance. Quantitative measure-
ments of distance based on FRET are complicated by a
variety of experimental factors, including diﬀerent
excitation and detection eﬃciencies for the donor
andacceptordyesanddiﬀerencesintransfereﬃciency
based on ﬂuorophore orientation and chemical envi-
ronment. However, FRET provides a usefuland straight-
forward measurement for cases in which the main
objective is to distinguish between two molecular
states with diﬀerent donor-acceptor distances.
The same principles can provide even more infor-
mationwhenappliedatthesingle-moleculelevelsince
it is also possible to observe the dynamics of switching
between two molecular states.
10,24,37 For example,
Weiss and co-workers have used single-molecule FRET
to observe dynamics of single proteins on millisecond
timescales, usinganalternatinglaserexcitation (ALEX)
instrumentalschemethatallowssinglylabeled(donor-
only and acceptor-only) molecules to be distinguished
from thetwodouble-labeledstates(Figure17). Protein
targets observed include chymotrypsin inhibitor II (CI2),
235
cold shock protein (CSP),
236 RNase H,
237 and LacY.
238
Figure17. FRETbetweentwoﬂuorophoresonasinglemoleculecanactasarulerforthedistancebetweentheﬂuorophores.
(a) Emission intensities vs time for target molecules irradiated at the donor wavelength: in-range donor-acceptor, out-of-
range donor-acceptor, donor-only, and acceptor-only. (b) Emission intensities for same molecules irradiated at acceptor
wavelength. (c) Switchingbetweenirradiationat donor and acceptorwavelengths at short timescalesallowsbinningof four
populationsofmoleculesinatwo-dimensionalhistogrambasedonFRETeﬃciency(E)anddonor-acceptorstoichiometry(S),
where S(D-only)= 1, S(A-only) = 0, S(D-A) = 0.5. The three histograms at the right show the shift in the D-A peak of double-
labeled DNA molecules, as the distance between the ﬂuorophores is increased. Adapted from ref 234.
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ConformationalChanges:PlasmonShift. WhileFRET
can provide a ruler for distance changes up to about
10nm,otherbiologicalprocessesofinterestoccurwith
dynamics on length scales greater than 10 nm but
smaller than can routinely be measured by super-
resolution microscopy. Plasmon coupling between
noble metal nanoparticles can act as a ruler for con-
formational changes in such cases, up to approxi-
mately the diameter of the nanoparticle (>20 nm).
Plasmon resonance is a collective oscillation of con-
duction band electrons that occurs with peak wave-
lengths that depend on the size, shape, and material
compositionofthenanoparticle.Themovingelectrons
create an oscillating dipole that can couple with di-
poles in other nearby nanoparticles. Figure 18a shows
spectral shifts to longer wavelengths characteristic of
coupling between pairs of Au and Ag nanoparticles
40 nm in diameter;
229 much larger shifts are observed
for Ag, but experimentally, Au is often used because it
is easier to functionalize and to work with in solution.
Plasmon coupling has been used to measure the
bending and cleavage of a single DNA molecule by
EcoRV on a millisecond time scale (Figure 18b,c),
230 as
wellassingle-peptidecleavageeventsinlivingcells.
239
Rotation: Fluorescence Polarization and Other Meth-
ods. Two primary optical strategies have been used to
quantify rotation at the single-molecule level. In one, a
single fluorophore is attached rigidly to the molecule
of interest, and changes in fluorescence polarization
are measured to track rotation of the target. In the
other, a large (>100 nm), fluorescently labeled object is
attached,andtherotationofthelargerobjectisobserved
usingtraditionalopticalmicroscopy.Suchmeasurements
have primarily been used to study the motion of molec-
ular rotors such as F1-ATPase, DNA enzymes, and motor
proteins such as myosin and kinesin.
Fluorescence polarization measurements can be
used to quantify the rotational orientation of a single
molecule for rotations that occur on the millisecond
time scale.
44,240-242 In such measurements, the polar-
ization of the illuminating beam is controlled, and the
corresponding intensity of emission is monitored.
Since the probability of photon absorption is greatest
when its excitation dipole moment is aligned with the
electric ﬁeld vector of the illuminating beam, this can
be used as a readout of the orientation of the ﬂuor-
ophore. To ensure that the orientation of the dye does
not ﬂuctuate independently of the target, bifunctional
dyes that attach to the target at two points may be
used.
Single-moleculeﬂuorescencepolarizationhasbeen
used to measure rocking motions in both kinesin
243
and myosin
244 molecular motors. Goldstein, Moerner,
and co-workers examined the rocking mechanism of
kinesin bound to microtubules in the presence of ADP
andAMP(Figure19).
243Figure19bshowsﬂuorescence
polarization measurements of microtubules bound to
large numbers of ﬂuorescently labeled kinesin mole-
cules. In the presence of AMP, kinesin is held rigidly
against the microtubule, resulting in diﬀerences in the
observed ﬂuorescence when the sample is illuminated
with light polarized in the two directions shown. In the
presence of ADP, kinesin rocks, resulting in similar
ﬂuorescence under both polarizations. At the single-
molecule level (Figure 19c), this eﬀect is evident as
large diﬀerences in the ﬂuorescence of a single
AMP-bound kinesin molecule when the polarization
angle is varied from 0 to 135 . Combining large
numbers of such measurements enables relative im-
mobilities to be calculated for AMP- and ADP-bound
kinesin.
Another strategy for measuring molecular rotation
using ﬂuorescence involves tagging with an anisotro-
pic optical probe large enough to be observed using
traditionalopticalmicroscopy.Kinositaandco-workers
observed the rotation of F1-ATPase, a key protein in
cellular energy storage and release, by attaching a
ﬂuorescent actin ﬁlament to the γ subunit of the
motor.
245 Rotation was found to occur in a series of
120  steps, and the hydrodynamic drag on actin ﬁla-
ments of varying lengths (from 1 to 4 μm) was corre-
lated with the protein rotation rate to calculate the
workdonebythemotorduringrotation;thecalculated
value of 80 pN3nm is close to the free energy of
hydrolysis of ATP.
135 Similar stepping behavior was
also observed in the absence of the frictional load
using a single-ﬂuorophore assay.
246 Large anisotropic
optical probes have also been used by Block and co-
workers to track rotations in the stepping of kinesin, as
shown in Figure 20.
247 In the kinesin assay, a 1.3 μm
polystyrene bead functionalized with two smaller
ﬂuorescent beads was attached to an individual
kinesin motor through an antibody linker (Figure 20a).
When kinesin molecules modiﬁed in this way were
allowed to bind surface-bound microtubules, diﬀerent
rotationalbehaviorwasobservedinakinesinvariantin
which only one head was bound to the microtu-
bule in comparison with a variant in which both heads
could bind (Figure 20b,c).
Photonic Spectroscopic Measurements. Molecular Vibra-
tions: SM-SERS. Raman spectroscopy measures vibra-
tional and other low-energy transitions in molecules.
248
Thesampleisilluminatedataknownwavelength,andthe
wavelengths of inelastically scattered photons are mea-
sured; the Raman shift in photon energy correlates with
molecular transition energies. Since Raman scattering is
weakrelativetoelasticRayleighscattering,high-sensitivity
measurements rely on experimental conditions under
which scattering is enhanced. Surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS) is performed when the molecule is
on a rough noble metal surface or nanoparticle,
249,250
while tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS)
251 uses a
noble metal scanning probe tip to increase field-based
scattering at the target molecule.
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The mechanism for Raman scattering enhance-
ment has been widely discussed and is believed to
arise from both electric ﬁeld enhancements of up to
10
11 due to local plasmon resonance in the metal and
chemical enhancements due to electrostatic interac-
tions between the molecule and the surface.
252
Field enhancements suﬃcient for single-molecule
detection on nanocrystals are generally agreed to occur
at “hot spots” on the order of 1 nm between two or
more nanoparticles,
253,254 placing restrictions on sam-
ple preparation. Detection is further complicated
by the fact that the magnitude and the frequency of
the spectral peaks can vary substantially for a single
molecule.
Figure 18. (a) Plasmon coupling between individual pairs of Au and Ag nanoparticles causes a spectral shift visible by dark-
ﬁeldmicroscopy.(b)Plasmoncouplingcanbeusedasarulerfordistancechangesabove10nm;here,itisusedtomeasurethe
bending and cleavage of single DNA molecules by the enzyme EcoRV. (c) Intensity trace vs time shows the initial straight
conﬁguration,thehigh-intensitybentstate,andthelow-intensitycleavedstate.(d)Bendingkineticsaremeasuredbypooling
data from many events. Adapted from refs 229 and 230.
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Enhanced Raman scattering is remarkable for its
ability to provide chemical information with single-
molecule sensitivity at room temperature. Single-
molecule SERS measurements were ﬁrst reported by
Nie
255 and Kneipp
256 in 1997 for the dye molecules
rhodamine 6G (R6G) and crystal violet on Ag nano-
crystals. Later, van Duyne and co-workers were able to
distinguish spectral diﬀerences between individual
molecules of R6G and a deuterated analogue
R6G-d4.
257 A variety of other small molecules have also
been explored by SM-SERS.
252 Single-molecule TERS
typically produces smaller scattering enhancement
factors (10
6-10
7), but has the advantage of allowing
speciﬁcmoleculestobetargeted.
251Thisisparticularly
advantageous for larger molecules such as proteins
since it allows speciﬁc parts of the molecule to be
analyzed, although in most cases, interpreting spectra
remainsachallenge.Initialtargetshaveincludedsingle
RNA molecules
258 and cytochrome c proteins.
259
Chemical Environment: Responsive Fluorophores.
The fluorescence of small-molecule, protein, and na-
noparticle fluorophores can be modulated by the local
chemical environment, including pH, halide and
other ion concentrations, redox potential, and volt-
age.
43,200,260 These properties can be leveraged for
single-molecule environmental sensing. For instance,
cameleon constructs have been designed based on
two GFP protein variants linked by a Ca
2þ binding
peptide. When Ca
2þ binds to the linker, the two
fluorescent proteins are drawn closer together, and
the FRET efficiency between them increases; measur-
ingtheratioofdonorandacceptoremissionprovidesa
metric for Ca
2þ binding.
261 Conformational changes at
shorter (0.1 nm) length scales have also been mon-
itored in single molecules using electron-transfer-
based quenching of fluorophores.
262,263
Electronic and Nuclear Spin: Nitrogen Vacancies in
Diamond. Certain types of single spins can be de-
tected optically, a property that may ultimately be
used to understand single-molecule structures. Early
optical single-spin detection was performed at cryo-
genic temperatures using single pentacene molecules
embedded in p-terphenyl host crystals.
264,265 More
recently, nitrogen vacancy (NV) defects in diamond
have enabled optical single-spin detection at room
temperature,
266 which is being investigated for both
quantum computing and as a detection method for
single-molecule structure determination.
Nitrogen vacancy defects in diamond have photon
scattering cross sections that diﬀer by approximately
30% based on their spin state.
266 A confocal micro-
scope can be used to locate a single defect in either
bulk diamond or a diamond nanocrystal and track its
photonscatteringovertime,providingareadoutofthe
spinstate.Suchsystemsaregoodquantumcomputing
candidates since it is possible to pump spins to a
known state optically and because the spins can be
manipulated quickly (∼10 ns) and have relatively long
coherence times (up to 0.3 ms), making it possible to
perform relatively large numbers of operations (∼10
4).
267
As with NMR, the NV spin can couple with local
magnetic ﬁelds from surrounding
13C nuclei,
268 which
split its degenerate spin states ms = (1, decreasing
spincoherencetimes.However,suchcouplingcanalso
be used to advantage since nuclear spins have longer
coherence times. For instance, coupling with nuclear
spins has been used both to allow multiple reads of the
electron spin state
269 a n dt or e a do u tn u c l e a rs p i n s .
270
More broadly, the ability of the nitrogen electron
spin to make sensitive measurements of local mag-
netic ﬁelds opens the possibility of performing single-
moleculestructuremeasurementssimilartoNMR.
34,271
Fields as small as 3 nT can be detected in this way
by using long averaging times (100 s) and spin echo
pulsing tailored to decouple the NV spin from nearby
13C nuclei;
34 this is roughly equivalent to the ﬁeld
produced by a nuclear spin at a distance of 10 nm.
Magnetic scanning probes can also be incorporated to
localize the single spin in space with nanometer-scale
resolution.
271
FORCE-BASED MEASUREMENTS
Many single molecules generate or respond to force
in a way that illuminates important physical properties
Figure 19. Fluorescence polarization measurements of
kinesin rocking motion when bound to a microtubule. (b)
Microtubules decorated with many ﬂuorescently labeled
kinesin fragments exhibit ﬂuorescence anisotropy when
kinesin is bound to AMP, but not when bound to ADP. (c)
Single-molecule measurements show ﬂuorescence anisot-
ropy of AMP-bound kinesin taken at four diﬀerent polar-
ization angles. These measurements can be translated into
immobility factors, showing that AMP-bound kinesin mo-
lecules are held rigid, while ADP-bound kinesin has high
rotational mobility. Adapted from ref 243.
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(Figure 21). At the most basic level, attractive or
repulsiveinteractionsbetweenamoleculeonasurface
and an AFM tip can be used to measure molecular
shape.
272 More complex examples include measuring
thestiﬀnessofaDNAdoublehelix,theamountofforce
required to induce protein unfolding,
273 or the force
generated by each step of kinesin, F1-ATPase, or other
molecular motors.
45
Force-BasedImaging:PositionandStructure. Topography:
Amplitude- and Frequency-Shift Atomic Force Micro-
scopy. Atomic force microscopy, another variant of
scanning probe microscopy, is often used to measure
the topography of surfaces. In standard AFM measure-
ments,acantileverendinginapointedtipwitharadius
of curvature on the order of 10 nm is rastered across a
surface. In contact mode, the cantilever touches the
surface, while in noncontact mode, the tip is vibrated
near the surface, and changes in the resonance ampli-
tude are used to detect the proximity of the surface.
The relatively blunt tip restricts the applications of
standard-usage AFMs in single-molecule imaging:
although vertical resolutions on the order of 0.1 nm
are common, lateral resolutions are generally on the
order of a few nanometers.
However, much higher resolution can be achieved
by performing measurements in noncontact mode
and quantifying frequency shifts in the resonance
damping signal of the oscillating cantilever due to
repulsive or attractive forces between the tip and the
surface. This property has been exploited in a number
of contexts.
For instance, Sugimoto and Custance were able to
identify individual surface atoms of Sn, Pb, and Si in a
thinlayerofalloywithacomplexstructure.
274Spectro-
scopic information can also be derived: Wiesendanger
andco-workershavemeasuredmolecularvibrationsin
single metallofullerenes inside carbon nanotubes,
275
similar to the IETS measurements discussed in the
section on electron-based measurements.
Combining frequency shift detection with tip mod-
iﬁcation techniques enables even higher resolution.
Using atipmodiﬁedwithaCOmolecule, Grossandco-
workershaveresolvedtheplacementofeachatomina
single planar aromatic pentacene molecule on a sur-
face (Figure 22) in ultrahigh vacuum at 5 K.
28
Chemical Functionality: Topographic and Recogni-
tion Atomic Force Microscopy. Other tip modification
andnonstandarddataacquisitionstrategieshavebeen
used at room temperature in solution to map biomo-
lecular recognition at the single-molecule level. Tip
modification has been used to measure recognition
events including DNA hybridization, antibody-
antigen, ligand-receptor, and lectin-carbohydrate
interactions.
276,277 Dynamic recognition imaging cre-
atessimultaneoustopographyandrecognitionimages
based on the minima and maxima of an oscillating
low-Q (∼1) cantilever functionalized with ligands
(Figure 23).
278 Interactions between ligands on the
Figure 20. (a) Large optical probe measures rotation of kinesin proteins bound to microtubules. A 1.3 μm polystyrene bead
bound to two smaller ﬂuorescent beads is attached to the kinesin protein via a linker. Optical microscopy can distinguish
changes in orientation of the two ﬂuorescent beads. (b) Tracking angular rotation over time shows diﬀerences between two
kinesin variants. (c) Variance in each single-molecule trace can be compiled to assess population behavior; the K351 variant
exhibits a linear increase in variance, while the K448 variance can be ﬁt asymptotically. Adapted from ref 247.
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cantilever and receptors on the surface restrict the
maximum deflection, creating an apparent depression
at the recognition site.
Force-Based Measurements of Motion. Translation: Opti-
cal Trapping and Clamping. Force-based probes may
be used to measure translational motion, either quan-
tifying the forces required for motion or improving the
precision of distance measurements by increasing
molecular stiffness. Such experiments span the range
of subnanometer manipulation of single atoms on
surfaces under vacuum at cryogenic temperatures to
measurements of multimicrometer biomolecules in
solution at room temperature.
Optical tweezers
26,279,280 can be used to measure
and to control the position of a molecule tethered to
the trapped particle, applying forces up to 100 pN and
achieving spatial resolution better than 1 nm. In this
technique, a laser is focused through a high numerical
aperture(NA)objectivelens,creatingastronggradient
in the intensity of the light around the focal point.
Dielectric particles in the focused beam experience a
forcedirectedtowardthefocalpoint,actingtotrapthe
Figure 21. Force-basedmeasurements of singlemolecules. In atomic force microscopy (AFM), a scanning probe can be used
to image surface topography, motion of single molecules, and surface functionality. In another class of measurements, the
forceprobeisinsteadboundtothetargetmolecule;insuchmeasurements,bothmolecularmotionandtheassociatedforces
can be quantiﬁed.
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particle near this region. The force is proportional to
theirdistancefromthefocusandthemagnitudeofthe
optical gradient, which depends upon both NA and
laser power. For particles much smaller than the wa-
velengthofthetrappinglight,therestoringforcearises
due to the polarization of the dielectric material by the
optical beam's electric ﬁeld. The dielectric particles are
drawn to areas of high ﬁeld strength, which are found
along the central axis of the laser beam and the focal
point. Particles larger than the wavelength of the
trappinglightrefractthelightandexperiencea“recoil”
force associated with redirecting the momentum of
the photons, which pushes them toward the focus.
To avoid photodamage to biological samples at high
irradiation intensities, a laser in the near-IR (800-
1000 nm) is usually chosen. The position of the bead
can be measured with resolution better than 1 nm, at
10-100 kHz bandwidths, by monitoring diﬀraction
between photons scattered by the bead and unscat-
tered photons. This technique has been applied to a
wide variety of problems, ranging from trapping
micrometer-scale beads to studying nanometer-scale
motion of biomolecules, to trapping individual atoms
at cryogenic temperatures.
For instance, an optical force clamp system devel-
oped by Block and co-workers
281 has been used to
study the motion of kinesin motor proteins as they
walk along microtubules (Figure 24). A large (500 nm)
light-scattering bead is ﬁrst attached to the target
kinesin protein, which is then allowed to bind to a
microtubule; ﬁnally, the bead is engaged in an optical
trap. Since the force on the bead (and therefore the
target) is proportional to its displacement from the
center of the trap, a constant load can be maintained
by using a feedback loop to maintain a constant bead
displacementwithinthetrap.Thismethodcanprovide
subnanometer positional accuracy with the feedback
loop operating at rates on the order of 10 kHz and can
be combined with single-molecule ﬂuorescence with
appropriate laser and other instrumental choices.
282,283
The ability to acquire large numbers of high-precision
step-length measurements under load results in suﬃ-
cient resolution to distinguish between two hypothe-
sized mechanisms of kinesin stepping that would result
in either all 8 nm or alternating 7 and 9 nm steps;
hundreds of pooled step measurements show a single
peak at 8 nm (Figure 24c). Similar strategies have been
used to examine other systems with small load-asso-
ciated translational motions, such as the unzipping of a
DNA double helix,
283 and dual-trap systems (see below)
have been used to quantify translational motion as small
as a single RNA base pair (0.34 nm).
284
Optical trapping may also be used to conﬁne
objects as small as atoms and to create trap arrays.
Forinstance,Weissandco-workershavedemonstrated
theability totraphundredsofindividualcesiumatoms
in a 3D optical lattice.
286 Using three pairs of over-
lapping laser beams, crossing at a shallow angle, a 3D
array of interference maxima and minima was con-
structed, forming a simple cubic lattice with each site
separated by several micrometers. Individual atoms
may be trapped in such an arrangement by turning on
the optical lattice around a cold, magneto-optically
trapped gas. The atoms are drawn toward areas of low
potential and are thus located near interference mini-
ma. The large separation distances between adjacent
lattice sites enable optical addressing of individual
atoms using a shallow depth of focus lens such that
only a single plane of atoms is in focus at a time.
Trapped atoms could act as bits in a quantum compu-
ter; more broadly, the 3D optical lattice could be used
to introduce parallelism into trapping experiments
with larger particles.
Figure 22. (a) Ball-and-stick model of pentacene molecule.
(b) Frequency-shift AFM measurement of pentacene on
Cu{111} with a single CO molecule adsorbed to the tip.
Adapted from ref 28.
Figure 23. (a) Schematic for simultaneous topographic and
recognition imaging using TREC-AFM. (b) Topographic im-
ageofavidinelectrostaticallyadsorbedtomicaandimaged
withabiotin-functionalizedtip.(c)Simultaneouslyacquired
recognition image, with areas of low intensity correspond-
ing to locations of avidin molecules (examples circled).
Adapted from ref 278.
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Translation: Electric-Field-Based Translation through
a Nanopore. Properties of single molecules can also
be inferred by causing them to pass through a
nanometer-scale pore in a membrane small enough
to allow passage of only one molecule at a time. Such
measurements originated in the 1970s with patch
clamp experiments on ion channel proteins in cell
membranes. In these experiments, a glass micropipet
was used to isolate a micrometer patch of the cell
membrane, ideally containing a single ion channel.
Ionic currents on the order of picoamperes could then
be recorded atkilohertz frequencies to measureon/off
switching of the ion channel at millisecond time
scales.
16,287
More recently, this concept has been extended to
include other types of membrane-embedded nano-
pores,
17 including natural pores such as R-hemolysin
proteins,
288-290 synthetically fabricated solid-state
pores,
291,292 and carbon nanotubes.
293 Such experi-
ments predominantly use pores a few nanometers in
diameteranduseasmallelectricalpotential(∼0.1V)to
drivesingleDNAmoleculesthroughtheporebasedon
their negative charge. This approach has been used to
discriminate DNA length and in some cases even
the type of DNA bases based on transit time and is
beginning to be explored as a single-molecule DNA
sequencing tool.
294 Experiments using varying voltage
havealsobeenusedasawaytoapplycontrolledforces
toaDNAhairpinstructuretoquantifyunzippingforces
(Figure 25)
295 and to control and measure the activity
of single DNA polymerases.
290
Conformational Changes: Atomic Force Microscopy
and Magnetic and Optical Traps. Force-based probes
provide the ability to measure simultaneously both
nanometer-scale position changes in the probe and
the magnitude of forces being exerted on or by the
probe.
296 This tandem capability is important in
measuring the energetics of nanoscale motion, again
ranging from subnanometer shifts of single atoms on
surfaces to conformational changes of multimicrom-
eter biomolecules.
Forces required to manipulate atoms and mole-
cules on a surface can be measured using frequency-
shift AFM measurements, as by Heinrich and co-work-
ers, who found that tip-induced motion of CO on
Cu{111} requires over 150 pN lateral force, an order
of magnitude greater than the force required to ma-
nipulate a Co atom on the same surface;
297 in contrast,
both CO and Co on Cu(211) can be manipulated under
comparable tunneling conductance conditions in the
STM.
298
Measurements of conformational changes in bio-
molecules typically require that the molecule be teth-
ered to two diﬀerent objects, at least one of which can
be moved controllably. Examples of mobile probes
include AFM tips, microscopic beads that can be
engaged in optical traps, and microscopic magnetic
beads that can be controlled by external magnetic
ﬁelds. Such mechanical measurements provide impor-
tant insights for a variety of biomolecular machines
and structural proteins, which must either pull or resist
pulling.
Figure 24. (a) Kinesin motor proteins have two heads that bind to a microtubule repeatedly as the kinesin walks down the
microtubule. Diﬀerent walking mechanisms are possible, resulting in either all 8 nm steps or alternating 7 and 9 nm steps as
shown. (b,c) Measuring a large number of individual steps using an optical force clamp makes it possible to distinguish that
kinesin takes all 8 nm steps rather than alternating 7 and 9 nm steps. Adapted from refs 281 and 285.
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Early demonstrations included AFM- and optical-
trap-based measurements (Figure 26a) of forces re-
quired to unfold subunits of titin muscular proteins
(unfolding begins at 20-30 pN and ﬁnishes at 150-
300pNforeachsubunit)
15,299andcytoskeletalspectrin
proteins(completingat∼25-35pN).
300Morerecently,
other measurements have included dual optical trap
measurements of the forces (∼14 pN) required to
unfold a single RNA hairpin (Figure 27).
301
A number of factors are critical in measuring such
forces correctly.
276 The chemistry (nonspeciﬁc vs thiol
or other covalent attachment) used to tether the
biomolecule to the probe and the surface can be key
to ensuring reproducible measurements. Nonspeciﬁc
adsorption is more straightforward in terms of sample
preparation but may require screening of measured
force curves to reject curves with unsuitable binding.
The rate at which the pulling force is varied also
impacts measurements;for instance, in the titin mea-
surements above, measured unfolding forces varied
from 130 pN at 0.01 μm/s to 190 pN at 1 μm/s.
15
Conformational changes can also be measured
using optical traps.
26,279,302 Optical traps typically ap-
ply forces <100 pN. This makes them most suitable for
measuring conformational changes in biomolecules
such as nucleic acids since protein unfolding often
requires forces >100 pN.
45
In some cases, a dual-trap formation is used,
in which the target molecule is tethered to two beads
rather than a bead and the surface. This conﬁguration
eliminatesproblemswithsurfacedriftandcanincrease
measurement precision since the two beads are
tethered together and thus experience correlated
Brownian ﬂuctuations.
46 For example, Liphard and
Bustamante measured the energetics of unfolding of
single RNA hairpins tethered by DNA handles to two
trapped beads (Figure 27).
301 Equilibrium constants
were calculated based on applied forces required for
repeated unfolding and refolding (Figure 27e); in
addition,thesingle-moleculenatureoftheexperiment
allowed observation of “hopping” between folded and
unfolded states at a static force near the unfolding
force (∼14 pN) (Figure 27d). More recent examples of
the resolution that can be achieved using this tech-
nique include the measurement of single-base preces-
sion (0.34 nm) in an RNA polymerase
284 by Block and
co-workers and studies of intersubunit coordination in
ring ATPases by Bustamante and co-workers, in which
high loading forces (40 pN) allow 2.5 bp substeps
(0.85 nm) to be resolved.
303
External forces such as solvent ﬂow ﬁelds and
electric ﬁelds can also be applied, either alone or in
combination with a force-generating tethered probe
to extract even more information from the system.
304
Classic example includes the early work of Bustamante
and co-workers
5 and Chu and co-workers,
7,13 investi-
gatingthecomplexmechanicalbehaviorofsingleDNA
molecules.
To measure the elastic response of single DNA
molecules to a range of forces from 0.1 to 100 pN,
Bustamante and co-workers used single ∼30 μm DNA
molecules bound at one end to a glass surface and at
the other to a 3 μm magnetic bead.
5 The position of
the bead was monitored optically as a magnetic force
(<1 pN) was applied and an orthogonal hydrodynamic
force (up to 30 pN) was applied by ﬂowing sol-
vent through the sample chamber (Figure 28a). The
small magnetic force was used to calibrate the
larger hydrodynamic force, which would otherwise
be diﬃcult to measure near a surface due to shear
eﬀects.
Studyingtherelaxation ofDNAinsolution,Chu and
co-workers used DNA (up to 50 μm) bound at one end
to a polymer bead and labeled with ﬂuorescent dyes
along the length of the helix. An optical trap immobi-
lized the bead while ﬂowing solvent stretched the
DNA, and an optical microscope was used to observe
the DNA relaxation process at video rates.
13
Figure 26. (a) AFM pulling on single titin Ig proteins. (b)
Each peak in the force-distance curve corresponds to
unfolding of a single titin repeat unit. Adapted from ref 15.
Figure 25. (a,b) DNA passing through an R-hemolysin
nanopore. A self-complementary hairpin in the DNA pre-
vents it from passing completely through the pore until
suﬃcient voltage is applied. (c,d) Current readout showing
ioniccurrentdropwhen DNAblocksnanopore, and voltage
(force) required to unzip the hairpin and complete the
transit. Adapted from ref 295.
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Many biomolecules, including DNA, are charged
and can be manipulated by electric ﬁelds, a fact that is
exploited in electrophoretic separation. Large DNA mo-
lecules have been optically trapped and manipulated
directly(i.e.,withoutpolymerbeadlabels)byZareandco-
workers.
305 The application of external electric ﬁelds can
alsobecombinedwith othersingle-moleculetechniques
to increase control. For instance, in the work of Washizu
and co-workers, DNA tethered at one end to a surface
was stretched using an electric ﬁeld, which exerted force
on the negatively charged phosphate groups found
along the DNA helix.
306 Enzymes connected to optically
trapped polymer beads could then be manipulated
precisely with respect to the DNA molecule and used to
cut the DNA in well-deﬁned locations.
307
Rotation. Magnetic nanoparticles are especially
useful as force-applying probes since they can be
controllably rotated by an external field to change the
orientation of the target. Torques exerted by typical
particles (>0.5 μm) are on the order of nN3m, much
largerthanrelevantforcesinmostbiologicalprocesses.
Thus, to date, the rotational capability has largely been
exploited to create a fixed “winding” state as a starting
point for force vs extension experiments. In a classic
example,a∼20μmDNAdoublehelixwasboundatone
end to a glass slide and at the other to an anisotropic
magnetic nanoparticle; the nanoparticle was rotated
usinganexternalmagneticfield,andforcevsextension
curves were measured for the helix across a range of
over- and underwound states up to 500 rotations
(Figure 29).
6 Similar measurements have been per-
formed on other biological systems including DNA
interacting with enzymes such as topoisomerase
308
and the rotational motor F1-ATPase.
309
Recently, torque has also been applied in an optical
trap,usingpolarizedlaserilluminationandbirefringent
trapped particles.
310 Nanofabricated quartz cylinders
can be used to apply pulling forces up to 100 pN and
torques ranging from 10 to 3000 pN3m. The cylinders
canalsobeselectivelybiofunctionalized;thiscapability
has been exploited to study DNA phase transitions
with supercoiling.
311,312
Figure 27. Reversible unfolding of single RNA hairpins pulled between two light-scattering 2 μm beads. (a) RNA hairpins are
attachedto beads through500bp hybridizedRNA/DNAhandles.(b) Force vs extensioncurvesshow diﬀerencesin extension
behaviorforRNA/DNAhandleswith(black)andwithout(red)ahairpinloopsequence.(c)Averageunfoldingforcecalculated
based on 36 sequential unfolding/refolding events in a single molecule. (d) Length vs time traces at constant forces show
hopping between folded and unfolded states at forces from 14.0-14.6 pN. (e) Calculation of unfolding equilibrium constant
based on applied force. Adapted from ref 301.
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Electronic and Nuclear Spins: MRFM. At the nano-
scale, electronic and nuclear spins can be detected
through force-based measurements using a variation
on AFM.
33 In magnetic resonance force microscopy
(MRFM), samples are mounted on an ultrasensitive
silicon cantilever. The cantilever is positioned about
25 nm above a magnetic nanoparticle that produces a
highly inhomogeneous magnetic field, with field gra-
dients exceeding 10
6 Tm
-1 in the vicinity of the
sample.
313 The spatially dependent magnetic field
from the nanoparticle, combined with an additional
uniform field of around 2.8 T,
314 creates a small reso-
nance region of aligned spins within the sample. The
local magnetic field strength inside this resonance
region is such that the Larmor precession frequency
of the aligned spins matches the frequency of an
Figure 29. (a) Magneticbead winding measuresforce vs extensioncurves for single17 μm DNA molecules based on fraction
of supercoiling (σ). (b) Positively supercoiled DNA exhibits a transition to slower extension at forces greater than 3 pN,
whereas (c) a similar transition occurs for negatively supercoiled DNA at 0.45 pN. Adapted from ref 6.
Figure 28. Both magnetic and ﬂow forces are used to measure force vs extension curves for single DNA molecules. DNA
tethered at one end to a glass slide and at the other to a 3 μm magnetic bead is subjected to both ﬂowing solvent and a
magnetic ﬁeld in another direction to allow more precise force calibration. Adapted from ref 5.
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applied RF pulse. Measuring the resonant response of
thecantilevertotheRFpulseasitisscannedinathree-
dimensional raster pattern through the resonance
regionenables3Dmappingofspinswithinthesample.
Although conceptually similar to conventional
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), MRFM has impor-
tant diﬀerences. In both techniques, the applied mag-
netic ﬁeld polarizes the spins within the sample and
induces a net magnetic dipole moment with a magni-
tude dependent on the Boltzmann distribution. In
MFRM, however, the resonance region may contain
asfewas∼10
3nuclearspins.
33,313,314Withsuchasmall
number of spins probed, the resulting Boltzmann
polarization is relatively weak at commonly employed
ﬁeld strengths. Instead, the signal is derived from the
larger “spin noise” (
√
N) statistical polarization, en-
ablingmeasurementsofabout nine ordersof magnitude
fewer spins than required for MRI.
33 MRFM measures
the force experienced by these polarized spins in the
inhomogeneous magnetic ﬁeld. This force (typically
on the order of 10
-17 N) generates sub-Ångstr€ om
oscillations of the cantilever, detected via interferome-
try, as the spins are resonantly inverted by the RF
pulse.
313
Detecting such weak signals requires careful mea-
surementtechniquesandinstrumentdesign.Maximiz-
ing the magnetic ﬁeld gradient is critical to single-spin
detection since larger gradients result in both higher
forces acting on the magnetic moments (causing
greater cantilever deﬂections) and smaller resonance
regions (increasing spatial resolution and reducing the
number of spins probed). To improve signal-to-noise
ratios, relatively long averaging times (1-10 min per
pixel) are used. This necessitates an extremely stable
environment, achieved by operating in high or ultra-
high vacuum and at low temperatures (10
-1 K).
33
Rugar, Mamin, and co-workers have already de-
monstrated the ability to detect single electron spins
withaspatialresolutionof25nminonedimensionusing
MRFM.
315 Nuclear spin detection poses a greater chal-
lenge due to the much smaller magnitudes of nuclear
magnetic moments (μelectron ≈ 650 μproton). Currently,
detectionlimitsarestill2to3ordersofmagnitudeabove
those required for the detection of a single nuclear spin.
However, spatial resolutions of <10 nm have been
achieved, enabling imaging of large biological macro-
molecules such as tobacco mosaic virus (Figure 30).
313
CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
In the past two decades, single-molecule experi-
ments have progressed from the ﬁrst reports of sin-
gle-molecule optical detection in a solid at liquid
helium temperatures,
3 and early reports of scanning
probe molecular measurements, to the strikingly
diverse array of measurement techniques discussed
here. Single-molecule technologies, including high-
throughput methods for single-molecule DNA se-
quencing,
316-318 are being commercialized, and early
outreach eﬀorts are bringing single-molecule mag-
netic bead experiments to high school classrooms.
While phenomenal progress has been made across
all techniques, much remainstobe done.Inthe limit, it
may be possible to understand the chemical structure,
dynamics, and interactions of an arbitrary target
molecule or molecular assembly. Such a capability
would depend upon the native strengths of many of
the methods described here, as well as the combined
creative eﬀorts of scientists in disciplines ranging from
physics to chemistry to materials science and biology.
Some future directions for these eﬀorts are clear;
others will no doubt surprise us.
Instrumentation and analysis advances in electron-
basedtechniquesareincreasingtimeresolution
319and
making more chemical information available from
scanning tunneling microscopy.
31,52 These will expand
the range of both structural and dynamic problems
that can be investigated using STM. Molecular devices
will beneﬁt from advances in multiprobe instru-
mentation.
320,321 Likewise, increasing resolution in
TEM combined with advanced image analyses are
beginning to provide routine methods for detailed
biological structure analysis at the molecular scale,
68
including DNA sequencing.
322 As liquid
118 and in situ
TEM
115 become more broadly available, the types of
dynamic processes that can be observed should also
grow to include the motion of single molecules, possibly
with labeling strategies
323 similar to those employed in
ﬂuorescence measurements. Advances in electrode fab-
rication will likely make single-molecule conductance
Figure 30. (a) Single-molecule detection based on spin
using magnetic resonance force microscopy. (b) Cross sec-
tion of a single tobacco mosaic virus. (c) Image of tobacco
mosaic virus. Adapted from ref 313.
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and electrochemical measurements feasible even on
complex molecules including enzymes.
324,325
Photonic experiments will beneﬁt both from ad-
vances in instrumentation and in labeling techniques.
New instrumentation is improving 3D measurement
capabilities
22 and measurements in inhomogeneous
biologicalenvironments.
326Carefuldesignofbothinstru-
ments and probes can also maximize the utilization of
photons, minimizing photodamage.
327 Development
of small, high-brightness, slow-bleaching probes will
be critical,
328 as will near-IR probes that facilitate
imaging in tissue,
329 discrete plasmonic probes,
330
and labeling strategies that minimize uncertainty in
the placement and orientation of the probe relative to
the target. Single-molecule FRET measurements will
alsocontinuetogaintraction asameansofquantifying
the behavior of biological molecules at length scales
below 10 nm.
10 The recent emergence of nonﬂuo-
rescence-based optical detection strategies
201-203 and
the development of next-generation X-ray sources, such
as X-ray free-electron lasers,
331,332 also promise to open
new experimental avenues.
Single-molecule force experiments are becoming
increasingly important as there is greater understand-
ing of the interplay between force and structure at
these length scales. In addition to the high-precision
spatial measurements oﬀered by frequency-shift AFM,
a wide variety of other AFM measurement modalities
are emerging, quantifying not only electrostatic and
magnetic forces but also piezoelectric responses,
333
spinpolarization,
334andmass.
335Experimentsinwhich
the target molecule is bound to the probe will beneﬁt
from speciﬁc attachment strategies that increase re-
producibility, as wellas discrete labelingstrategies that
ensureasinglemoleculeisboundtotheprobeparticle.
Novel methods for applying force will continue to
emerge,
336 as will strategies for probing subsurface
features using force-based scanning probes.
337
Finally, since each measurement has native
strengths and limitations, a complete understanding
of the structure and function of a single molecule as it
interacts with its environment may ultimately arise
from the ability to combine modalities. Optical trap-
ping has led to a natural overlap between optical and
force-based measurements of forces as they relate to
motion on the nanoscale in biological systems. Re-
cently, AFM measurements have also been combined
with both STM
338 and TEM,
115 opening the possibility
of direct, label-free measurement of subnanometer
structural changes in response to force. The ability
to perform optical and electronic single-molecule
measurements simultaneously could help bridge
the native length scales of each experiment. Ulti-
mately, such combinations may provide the key
elements for understanding molecular structure
and function: subnanometer spatial resolution,
millisecond or better temporal resolution, a high
degree of chemical information, and ﬂexibility to
operate in complex biological environments under
ambient conditions.
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